Inclusion of Non–English-Speaking Participants in Studies of Parkinson’s Disease: A Call to Action
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Our current understanding of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is informed almost entirely by research on people of European ancestry.1,2 Failure to include a diversity of persons with PD in clinical trials denies certain groups the opportunity to share in the benefits and burdens of research, and risks an understanding of pathophysiology and treatment that may limit generalizability. In addition, research exclusively on a homogeneous population eliminates opportunities for discoveries that may benefit everyone. For example, the LRRK2 mutation was first discovered in the Basque population in Northern Spain and also found to be very prevalent in North African Berbers—but is now known to be a vital genetic risk factor across all PD populations.3,4

Recently, there has been a call to action to increase inclusion of diverse populations in PD clinical research.2 Some trials for people with PD have specifically recruited underrepresented groups.5–8 The Study in Parkinson’s Disease of Exercise Phase 3 (SPARX3) clinical trial explicitly prioritized diverse recruitment. Three years into the trial we have encountered multiple barriers specific to the recruitment of non–English-speaking participants in the United States that are important for the PD community to address.

Although we are committed to understanding the many barriers that make the enrollment of a diverse population a challenge, we focus in this article specifically on language. There has been a call to increase inclusion of individuals with limited English proficiency in all phase 3 clinical trials,9 yet this remains an elusive goal even for Parkinson’s trials specifically focused on fostering inclusion of underrepresented populations in Parkinson’s research.8

Speaking a language other than that in which the trial has been designed raises several complex and unique challenges that may not be fully appreciated by scientists in study design. These challenges can raise complex Institutional Review Board (IRB) issues that are not encountered in the inclusion of other underrepresented groups and need to be understood early in study design. For example, there is no requirement for any change to a consent form based on race or ethnicity. Yet, incorporation of multiple spoken languages and/or literacy levels can require fundamental changes to trial forms and protocol, as well as determination of which languages to target and why.

In this Viewpoint, we focus exclusively on language (we do not address literacy). We summarize the confluence of factors that make inclusion of non–English-speaking participants a major challenge in SPARX3. We call for systems change (not just “trying harder”) to facilitate consideration of inclusion of non–English-speaking participants from the earliest stages of trial design.

SPARX3 Experience

SPARX3 tests whether high-intensity endurance exercise slows progression in persons with PD who have not yet initiated medication for PD. The study team explicitly prioritized diverse recruitment and continues to do so. We engaged a consultant who previously studied recruitment of underrepresented groups in PD clinical trials.6,7,10,11 Under her guidance, three hours at the kick-off meeting were devoted to rationale,
strategies, and techniques for recruiting a diverse population. Techniques included use of quality improvement tools to identify site-specific barriers and solutions to recruitment of diverse participants. Focus was placed on the use of SPARX3 neurologists to facilitate recruitment by developing trusting relationships with local minority-serving physicians who treat patients with PD. In addition, each site was required to attend four webinar modules in coordination with ongoing individual site-specific follow-up meetings to encourage and assist recruiting.

Individuals with a first language other than English were one type of diverse participant considered for inclusion in the trial, especially because this group represents a growing percentage of the U.S. population. About 21.6% of people older than 5 years living in the United States do not speak English at home, and 8.6% are not proficient at English. Considering the population most likely to suffer from PD, as of 2016, 55.6% of foreign-born individuals and 1.5% of native-born individuals aged 65 years and older spoke English less than “very well.” The study team planned to include non–English-speaking participants by following Health and Human Services Office for Human Research Protections (HHS-OHRP) Guidelines for National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded clinical trials that specify the need for translation and back-translation (to verify accuracy) of the informed consent document into the participant’s language. Subsequent study interactions were planned to take place via an interpreter or bilingual medical staff. Unfortunately, these preparations were insufficient for several reasons, starting with the complexities encountered in differing IRB regulations.

SPARX3 is enrolling at 26 US locations via 30 IRBs and two Canadian sites. There are more IRBs than locations because some U.S. sites host one study location across multiple institutions. The local IRBs are all in reliance agreements with one central IRB. Canadian sites work with their own Research Ethics Board, each of which is independent. Initially we planned to translate and back-translate the Informed Consent Form (ICF) into Spanish for every single site and into other languages as requested by sites. However, given the $1400–$3300 per site cost of translation and the reality that some sites may not recruit any Spanish-speaking participants, the decision was made to translate the ICF only when requested by a site.

A central process was followed to coordinate and track which sites would be enrolling non–English-speaking participants. Once the English version of each site’s ICF was approved by the central IRB, the SPARX3 Regulatory Specialist reached out to see if that site was planning on recruiting non–English-speaking participants. If the site indicated they were planning to recruit non–English-speaking participants, and the site’s local context form (that was previously submitted) did not reflect that they would be enrolling non–English-speaking participants, the Regulatory Specialist requested the form be revised to provide these details. Early in the trial, two sites expressed interest, and two ICFs were translated into Spanish and one into Mandarin.

Additional sites planned to submit forms for translation as well. As one of these sites was preparing to screen a non–English-speaking participant, additional issues were discovered. When sites revised their local context form to state they would recruit non–English-speaking participants, they had to specify if there were local IRB guidelines and state laws governing translation. If sites had no local guidelines or laws, then they deferred to the central IRB’s policy regarding recruitment of non–English-speaking participants. It was then discovered that the central IRB’s policy stipulated that all study materials had to be translated into the participant’s language, not just the ICF. This was not foreseen by the principal investigator because the central IRB’s policy differs from the HHS-OHRP Guidelines and from many other IRBs. Policies for inclusion of non–English-speaking participants in clinical trials vary widely between IRBs. Federal guidance on enrollment of non–English-speaking participants in research is limited to the short HHS-OHRP guidelines, which focus exclusively on ICF requirements and govern only NIH-funded clinical trials. There is no federal policy specifying how study interactions subsequent to informed consent should take place, thus resulting in differing IRB policies across the United States.

Because sites following their local IRB’s policies may not have had to translate all study documents, but sites deferring to central IRB policy would need to, the SPARX3 study team further investigated translation of all study materials into participant language on an as-needed basis. Unfortunately, translation of the android and iPhone special-purpose app used to interface with the Zephyr Monitor was not trivial. The Zephyr Monitor is used by participants to track heart rate, electrocardiogram data, and cadence. This would have required extensive revalidation of underlying code to ensure accurate data collection and participant security (these apps can securely upload the data to the cloud—a feature many other apps do not have). Thus, although multiple heart rate apps exist, this particular app—which does not currently exist in languages other than English—is necessary as part of the SPARX3 trial design as originally conceived and funded. The inability to translate this app represented a hard stop in enrolling non–English-speaking participants as long as there was a requirement in place that all study materials must be fully translated.

The study team is still exploring whether certain sites may be able to recruit non–English-speaking participants through differing site-specific local IRB policies.
(and Research Ethics Board policies for Canadian sites), but to date, SPARX3 has not been able to include a single non–English-speaking participant. Thus, although diversity of recruitment was prioritized from inception of the trial, the inclusion of non–English-speaking participants was not considered in enough detail early enough in design to allow successful execution. By the time it became clear that the central IRB had a regulation in place requiring full study translation, it was not possible to translate the Zephyr Monitor app—an essential monitoring tool of the trial—without significant coding changes.

In retrospect, both regulatory and Zephyr Monitor app issues could have been anticipated with more careful deliberation before the start of the trial. However, the complexity that these regulatory issues put on the trial have highlighted fundamental issues pertaining to inclusivity in clinical trials that we bring to the attention of the movement disorders community. Because spoken language affects the very design of the trial in a way other identities do not, it must be considered separately and in detail during trial conception and design. In addition, there are several inherent trade-offs that must be considered and justified in the decision to include or not include non–English-speaking participants.

The Trade-Offs

There are at least two inherent trade-offs when considering inclusion of non–English-speaking participants in clinical trials in the United States. The first is between two of the ethical principles laid out in the Belmont Report: respect for persons and justice. The principle of respect for persons requires that participants enter into and participate in research “voluntarily and with adequate information.” The principle of justice requires that the benefits and burdens of research with human participants should be shared equitably. In other words, the risks of research should not be borne exclusively by one segment of society (e.g., Black men in the Tuskegee Syphilis Study), and the benefits of research should not be available to just one segment of society either (e.g., an experimental potentially curative cancer drug offered in a trial that ultimately recruits almost entirely highly educated, upper-middle-class, White individuals).

Maximizing respect for persons would mean providing equitable access to all research information regardless of spoken language. In the best-case scenario, not only would all study documents be fully translated into participant language, but the entire study team would also be fluent in that participant’s language. Short of that, use of an interpreter or trial staff member fluent in the participant’s language for every study interaction may be adequate. This methodology has been utilized in prior trials, such as RECRUIT,6,7 and it was the method we planned to use in SPARX3. RECRUIT was a cluster-randomized trial designed to assess approaches to recruitment of underrepresented groups into specialty clinical trials. It was layered on top of four traditional NIH-funded parent trials in cardiology (CABANA, PACES), oncology (BMT CTN), and neurology (STEADY-PD III) and took place at 50 sites across the four trials. Although the RECRUIT trial encountered significant issues regarding language and IRBs,6 a small number of sites in posttrial qualitative interviews cited use of interpreters as a strategy to recruit and retain participants who did not speak English.19

The original plan to translate ICF alone (as specified by HHS-OHRP guidelines14) and have subsequent study interactions through an interpreter or bilingual medical staff member does not fully maximize respect for persons. However, we initially chose this approach to try and simultaneously maximize justice. With more than 7000 spoken languages in the world,20 full translation of a research study into every language is not possible. If we picked only the most common languages and offered the study in, for example, English and Spanish, we would be maximizing respect for individuals who speak those languages, but we would be excluding everyone who does not speak one of those two languages. We chose instead to try and accommodate all spoken languages that might present, thereby maximizing both respect for persons and justice to the extent possible when considering both principles together.

There is also another trade-off that must be considered in conjunction with the first: the trade-off between justice and scientific complexity. SPARX3 was designed such that it was close to the maximum of participant burden when executed in English. It takes longer to complete a clinical visit via interpreter,21 and thus non–English-speaking research visits also presumably take longer. If this represents undue burden on participants (e.g., 12- instead of 8-hour study visit), the protocol of the study would have to be reduced in scope. In addition, if there are scenarios in which translation and interpretation are inadequate means to convey the information needed to fulfill respect for persons and to ensure scientific validity, the protocol or even scientific question may need to be revised. For example, through one of our Canadian sites we learned that the Plains Cree language spoken by the Saddle Lake Cree Nation and Samson Cree Nation does not contain a word for Parkinson’s disease. The word that best captures the disease is nanamispêciwin, which means “cannot quit shaking” or “shaking forever.”22 Conducting a study in languages that do not even have a word for Parkinson’s disease raises important questions and concerns about the ability to correctly capture all of the outcome measures and may warrant revision of study protocol.
Balancing the Trade-Offs: A Hypothetical Example

Realizing that the very definition of a trade-off is that both principles cannot be maximized, we have considered ways in which we might have designed SPARX3 differently from the beginning. One option would have been to run a much simpler study: fewer outcome measures (perhaps just the primary outcome measure, which is the key measure in a phase 3 clinical trial), less participant burden, and less complexity in translation. This would possibly have allowed a study run across 28 locations to maximize justice through accommodating any language that presented, so long as the IRB regulations allowed for our original plan to translate ICF28 locations to maximize justice through accommodating any language that presented, so long as the IRB regulations allowed for our original plan to translate ICF accompanied by interpreters or bilingual medical staff for every study interaction.

However, if we wanted to keep the current level of scientific complexity, this solution would not work. Rather, perhaps we could have had certain sites in areas with a high concentration of a language other than English designated to offer the study entirely in that language (full translation of study materials and study staff fluent in the language). Such a paradigm has been implemented in Parkinson’s Study Group–approved trials.5,23 Such specialization would maximize respect for persons who speak that language in that location, but it would not help with making the benefits and burdens of this study available to all possible participants throughout the United States.

To help maximize justice in this scenario, perhaps we could have additionally designated one or two sites able to accommodate any language. These sites would need to have been located at an IRB that allows translation of ICF alone because full translation of the study into multiple languages that present themselves over the course of recruitment is logistically not possible. Participants who presented at a site that was not fluent in their language nor able to accommodate any language could have been given the option to be transported to one of the specialized sites that could have accommodated any language.

Proposed Solutions to Increase Inclusion of Non–English-Speaking Participants in Research

Beyond this hypothetical example of how SPARX3 could have been designed differently to prioritize non–English-speaking participants, we suggest the following four systemic changes for United States-based trials that would help avoid the situation in which we found ourselves: unable to enroll a Spanish-speaking participant despite having every intention of doing so.

1. Earliest possible opportunity to consider justice: Although the IRB application will ask an investigator whether they plan to enroll non–English-speaking participants, this prompt is too late in the study design process to affect true inclusion of non–English-speaking participants. Most investigators in the United States obtain IRB approval postfunding and in the case of large-scale clinical trials, this can take well over a year. As such, unless explicitly identified in funding announcements, consideration of spoken language can easily escape even the most diligent investigator. This becomes crucially important because recruiting non–English-speaking participants requires specific budgetary considerations that need to be considered a priori.

   Rather, we must create a system that embeds consideration of justice—of making the burdens and benefits of research available to all—into the earliest phases of trial design. Especially because the decision to include more than one spoken language may alter the very design and science of the trial, this is the phase at which it must be considered. This could be supported by NIH planning grants that emphasize consideration of justice. Grant agencies could offer consultation services similar to those offered by the Community Access, Recruitment and Engagement Center at Massachusetts General Hospital to assist investigators in planning the details of recruitment of underrepresented groups. Such resources would inform local principal investigators of the myriad issues involved, mitigate the need to reinvent the wheel across the United States, and begin to build the skills needed for recruitment of non–English-speaking participants in the next generation of investigators.

2. Weigh trade-offs explicitly: As we have hopefully demonstrated, it is easy to say one wants to enroll non–English-speaking participants and much harder to accomplish this in reality. We need to create a culture in which we can honestly and openly weigh trade-offs between ethical and scientific principles. Only a handful of Parkinson’s trials list language as an inclusion or exclusion requirement.24,25 Trials should a priori plan for whether they will (a) specifically seek to enroll these participants, (b) accommodate them if they present, (c) make site-dependent decisions, or (d) exclude them. The trade-offs we have laid out should be explicitly explored and justified in study protocols. Only by exploring this in each future study will we move closer to a consensus on scenarios in which it might be prudent to exclude non–English-speaking participants and scenarios in which it is societally and scientifically essential to include such participants.

3. Regulatory consistency: Currently, multisite trials remain caught between variation in local and central
IRB policy. We suggest creation of a national policy that extends beyond the current minimal HHS-OHRP guidelines. We suggest this policy specify translation of ICF at minimum and mandate use of interpreters or bilingual medical staff for all study interactions. Such a policy might also define a formal rubric for balancing the trade-offs we have identified. This would ensure all IRBs would issue the same guidance regarding enrollment of non–English-speaking participants. Going one step further, use of a central IRB that is followed by all sites would minimize the regulatory burdens in attempting to enroll non–English-speaking participants across multiple sites, as well as simplify many other aspects of multi-center trials.

4. **Funding:** Recruitment of non–English-speaking participants into clinical trials takes more administrative acumen, time, and funding than recruiting English-speaking participants. Grant agencies must fund the extra expenses. Entities holding copyright on research assessment tools could be incentivized to provide these tools in multiple languages. In addition, recruitment of non–English-speaking participants may also require reduction in scientific complexity. Grant review panels must value the benefits of more simply designed trials that prioritize justice over scientific complexity. This may require a reconsideration of what it means for a study to be innovative, one of the major criteria for review of NIH grants.

### Call for Systemic Change

Despite federal law protecting the legal right to culturally and linguistically appropriate medical services for individuals with limited English proficiency, studies have shown medical interpreters are underused in clinical settings. Given federal guidance on inclusion of non–English-speaking participants in clinical trials is even sparser, it has become clear that measures are not routinely being taken to include participants with limited English proficiency in clinical trials. By including individuals who speak different languages in clinical research, we include individuals of different identities and ancestries. Yet, language presents a unique consideration among other identities. This is because inclusion of individuals who speak languages other than that in which a trial was designed requires fundamental alterations in trial design at the level of the study protocol, not just in recruitment strategy. After discovering the complexities of recruiting non–English-speaking participants into a trial examining a potentially disease-modifying therapy for PD, we have proposed four systemic changes that would facilitate the inclusion of non–English-speaking participants into clinical trials. First, inclusion of non–English-speaking participants in service of maximizing justice must be considered from the very earliest phases of trial design. Second, the inherent trade-offs between respect for persons versus justice and between scientific complexity versus justice must be weighed explicitly. Third, a national policy that goes beyond the existing HHS-OHRP regulation to facilitate inclusion of non–English-speaking participants into research studies along with centralization of IRB duties is needed. Finally, we suggest that the work needed to include diverse individuals into research studies must become part of research machinery and funding if it is ever to be accomplished. To borrow a quote from the quality improvement literature: “Every system is perfectly designed to get the results it gets.” If we want to increase enrollment of diverse participants, we have to change the system.  
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